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Health Informatics is the multidisciplinary field that tries to 
improve healthcare systems and the patient’s life. It is a term used 
extensively the latest years for topics related to health services [1]. 
From the latest technology, design for Randomized Control Trials 
(RCTs) or observational studies and data analysis tools (medical 
research, technology, statistical methodology, data mining, 
machine learning etc.).

Health Informatics has improved medical practice throughout 
the years e.g. clinicians can now find patient data more easily 
using the latest information retrieval techniques [1], physician’s 
performance has been improved when computer-assisted 
prescribing is used [2], automating and extending the following 
time of pragmatic trials [1] . Medical research is usually trying to 
obtain more information about treatments/diseases in the form 
of RCTs, observational studies, cross-sectional etc. Statistical 
methodology is being extended and becoming more complicated 
by the year to support the needs for more medical research. New 
software and interventions are assessed quite often. All these are 
used to explain the underlying disease or treatment mechanisms, 
the effect of new interventions and other important topics. When 
you search different databases you can find numerous studies 
about everything you can think off that affects patients, from 
medical to statistical and technology research.   

Nowadays, we are still working on the debate of RCTs 
versus pragmatic trials and how pragmatic a pragmatic trial 
can be [3]. However, we feel that there is one topic that is not 
given the attention that it deserves. We need all these outcomes/
conclusions/interventions to be part of the medical practice. Not 
many studies will end up being part of clinical practice [4, 5] and 
even less studies will be sustainable [5]. There is an urgent need 
for all this research to go into practice to make a difference and 
the procedure needs to be more efficient and more effective. For 
example, there have been several studies on using monitors to 
track physical activity in COPD patients as an educational and 
motivational tool [6, 7]. Yet, again how many national healthcare 

systems use this in practice or are in the process/discussion to 
use it?  

A study that assessed the path of new clinical technologies’ 
applicability to the National Healthcare System (NHS) found that 
the Department of Health and National Institute for Health and 
Care Excellence (NICE) did not set any strict rules or guidelines 
for either using those or not and that key positions from non-
specialist clinicians affected the decision largely [8]. Some of 
the barriers that do not allow Health Informatics to be used in 
medical practice are: the cost of using the latest technology and 
staying up-to-date with it, the constant staff training to be able to 
use the technology and the lack of highly specialized people in 
decision-making positions [8].

Even though some investigators have tried to close the gap 
between research and practice [4, 5], the interest does not seem to 
shift more towards that direction. What should matter the most 
is not the results of a study, but on using the results of the study 
(beyond pilot-phase) to improve the patients’ life. In order to 
succeed that, policy makers, researchers and practitioners need 
to shift their interest more into the patient’s interest and health 
by applying all these new methods into healthcare. In order to 
succeed that, we need to change the process/attitude of the policy 
makers and national healthcare’s leadership. More efficient and 
more effective guidelines and leadership is required e.g. having 
highly specialized people in decision-making positions, setting 
strict rules or guidelines on utilizing technology for best practice. 

Additionally, Health Informatics should not rely in unscientific 
approaches [9]. There is a need to move from the traditional 
Health Informatics to Evidence-based Health Informatics (EBHI) 
[9]. The traditional approach includes using expert advice and 
untested theory with user requirements hoping that this could 
possibly benefit the users [9].  This can be changed into using 
expert advice or untested theory to evaluate studies, gather 
evidence and along with user requirements to create an EBHI 
system with predictable user benefits, such as having a faster and 
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more efficient healthcare and having systems that fit with the 
clinical workflows [9]. 

Further studies are needed for assessing new technologies/
methods/treatments, how to identify the most important ones [9, 
10], and how to improve an EBHI that would benefit the users/
patients [9]. There is also a need for further studies that improve 
the peer review process for the research funding proposals so 
that it would be directed to feasible, yet important and innovative 
studies [11]. However, this does not stop there. Applying EBHI 
specific interventions to Medical Practice needs to go beyond 
pilot-phase. Medical practice needs to follow more ‘strict’ 
guidelines based on those evidence and needs to have highly 
specialized people in decision-making positions.
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